Stig Bäcklund M70 (FIN)

Born 27th October 1939 (M70) in Finnland where he fond his passion "Athletics"! In 2011 he has bettered the world records in Triple Jump indoors 10.71 World Record (on 16.01.11) 
Triple Jump outdoor 10.57/ +1.57 World Record (on 21.05.11)
In Triple Jump he is superior to the other veterans in M70. In the European Championship indoors in Gent, BEL March 2011 his victory result 10.56 was 113 cm ahead the second veteran.
In the World Championship Outdoors in Sacramento, USA in July 2011 he won with 10.41 and the margin to the second was 24 cm.
In 2011 he still holds the Veteran World Records in five age groups (M50 – M70).